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Words in red are notes for design. 

 

Game setup: 

1. Each team selects a crew of units to form their squad. Prior to selection, players 
are to agree how many units will be joining each team, with up to a maximum of 
8 soldiers per team. For your first game, it is recommended to have around 2 
units per player.  *We will want to include a game-length/unit chart or specify 
these amounts in each scenario. 

2. For each team, place all their unit cards on that team's command tableau(s). 
3. Each card shows a few special action token icons on them, called standard 

issue. For each token shown, gather those action tokens and place them on the 
command tableau with respect to that unit. 

4. Find all action tokens which include a "star" icon (these can be used by any unit). 
Each team will get their own set. *We currently have 1 of each (4), but may want 
to have 2 of each (8) if running 6 or more units per team? 

5. Each team gets a bag. Added into that bag is 8 white skulls and 1 black skull per 
unit. *We may need to adjust later, whatever feels best during testing. We want 
guys to get taken out, just not in a couple rounds. 

6. Gather each unit’s turn order card. 
7. Each unit miniature deploys in any zone that is designated as a starting zone, 

based on the scenario. 
 

 

  



Components: 

8. Each unit has a card.  

 
 

9. Each team has a command tableau. 

 
 

10. Cubes for tracking danger level 
11. The units themselves. 
12. Zone terrain 
13. Unit turn order cards 
14. Action tokens 
15. Bags and skulls 

16. “Take Cover!”/”-10 Initiative”  

Team and Threat Level at same zone. 

Special Actions 

Defense Shields 

Gametext 

Threat Level targeting adjacent zone. 

Unit Card Slot 

Danger Level 

Spot to place Action token 

Threat Level targeting two zones away. 

Standard Issue Items Remaining 



Round Order: 

1. Players on both teams simultaneously take their turn cards and stack them in 
order, so that when face-down the first revealed card will be on top.  

2. Players on both teams simultaneously select and place a single action/item token 
on each of their team’s respective command tableau “ready” spots for each unit. 
Note that these actions will become optionally available to those units during their 
turn, but actions not selected are unavailable to those units - Think of it as 
"readying" an action, not "programming".  

3. Players simultaneously reveal their first turn card. Whichever of the two cards 
shows the higher initiative (the large number on the card) will go first. When 
determining initiative, if either player’s “Take Cover!”/”-10 Initiative” token is “-10 
Initiative” side up, reduce their revealed unit’s initiative by 10 before comparing. 

4. The initiative-winning unit takes a turn. 
5. Once their turn is completed, the other revealed card takes a turn.  
6. Once both turns are completed, reveal the next card of each player’s turn stack. 

Repeat until no cards remain. If a killed or incapacitated unit card is revealed 
discard it and reveal the next card. If one team runs out of cards before the other, 
that team gathers all of their still active initiative cards, shuffles them, and reveals 
a card. In this fashion, both teams will always take the same number of turns, 
and the team who has fewer units will randomly have some of their units gain 
additional turns during that round. 

7. Flip the “Take Cover!”/”-10 Initiative” team action token back to the “Take Cover!” 
side up. 

8. If any incapacitated units are at a Danger Level of 1 or 2, they stand up and 
return to play for the next round. 

9. Begin a new round. 

Winning and Game End: 

10. You win the game immediately when all enemy units are either incapacitated or 
killed. 

11. Or You win the game immediately when the scenario objective is complete. 

 

  



Unit Turns: 

12. Their turn consists of up to two actions, in any order. 
a. Up to twice per turn - BASIC MOVEMENT ACTION- You can move to an 

adjacent zone or move up or down a floor in the same zone. 
b. Once per turn - READY ACTION - Reveal and perform the action described by 

your selected action token. You do not have to perform this previously selected 
action, but you cannot perform any special action that you have not placed for 
the unit this round. 

c. Once per turn - EXCHANGE FIRE ACTION - You can exchange fire with a single 
enemy target. 

i. Deal threats to the enemy target equal to your unit's Threat Level at that 
range. This can be found by counting the number of bullet holes on 
your unit's target pattern at the given range. Add +1 threat if you are 
one floor higher, or +2 if you are two floors higher. 

ii. Return Fire - The target deals threats back to your unit equal to their 
Threat Level at that range. Same calculation, but from their unit. 

iii. For each Threat received, each unit increases their Danger Level by that 
amount, as well as adds black skulls to their team’s morale bag by that 
amount 

iv. Both players simultaneously shake their morale bags and pull a number 
of skulls equal to the new current Danger Level of the involved units from 
their bag: 

1. If the number of black skulls is less than the defense of the unit, 
nothing happens - return all skulls back to the bag. 

2. If the number of black skulls meets the defense of the unit, they 
are Incapacitated. Discard all black skulls revealed and return all 
white skulls to the bag. Incapacitated units can no longer take 
turns. But the unit stays in the location they were incapacitated in, 
in case a medic can use a med kit to bring them back. 

3. If the amount exceeds their defense, they are killed. Discard all 
black skulls revealed and return all white skulls to the bag. Killed 
units are removed from play and cannot be returned to play. 

13. On either player’s turn, players may announce and flip their “Take Cover!” team action 
token to the “-10 Initiative” side-up to reduce each of your team’s units to lower their 
current Danger Level by 3. This team action can only be performed before or after 
another game action is carried out entirely. This action can also be performed in 
response to another player’s action. When this happens, the interrupting player carries 
out the Take Cover action first, then the interrupted action resolves as normal. For 
example, you can take cover before or after an enemy attack, but not after you already 
increased the targets danger level. 

  



Definitions: 

1. DANGER LEVEL - The current amount of danger that unit is facing. This is how 
many skulls will be drawn from the bag each time a threat is added to that unit. 
Use the “Take Cover!” team action to reduce your team’s Danger Level. 

2. INCAPACITATED – Units that are temporarily knocked out of the game and can’t 
take turns. When incapacitated, they immediately raise up to a danger level of 8. 
While Incapacitated, they cannot gain further threats. Units may return to play by 
the effect of a Medkit or by lowering their Danger Level (by using take cover) to 2 
or less will be returned to play at the end of the round. 

3. Coup de grâce - Any enemy may kill an incapacitated unit by performing this 
special action, provided they are in the same space and there are no other 
standing enemy units in that space. This will use one of your two actions for the 
turn. 

4. RETURN FIRE – When you commit an exchange fire action, you shoot at an 
enemy target. But that target doesn’t just take it, they return fire – dealing 
damage back to the enemy unit who committed the exchange fire action. This 
happens simultaneously, so it is possible for none, one, or both participants to 
become incapacitated or killed. 

5. THREAT - Whenever a unit gains 1 or more threats, for each threat added, 
increase the Danger Level of that unit. Additionally, add 1 black skull to their 
team’s morale bag for each threat received. For example, if your unit gets dealt 3 
threats, increase their Danger Level by 3 and add 3 black skulls to your morale 
bag. 

6. Multiple Targets – When dealing with multiple targets, such as two or more units 
being hit by a frag grenade, there is a special sequence used to resolve the 
threats being dealt.  

a. First count the total number of black skulls to be added and add them to 
the bag. 

b. Next increase all effected unit’s Danger levels by the amount of threat 
being dealt. 

c. Then the effected team player will choose the order in which they will draw 
from their bag for each unit. After each unit is checked, return or remove 
skulls as normal if there was only one target. 

  



References: 

7. Action Token Reference: 

$’s mean that it is discarded after use. 

a. $Flashbang – Choose an adjacent zone. Until the end of the round, all units in that zone 
cannot take turns or Return Fire. 

b. $Frag Grenade - Choose an adjacent zone. Deal 3 Threats to all units in that zone. 
c. $Medkit – Increase the Danger Level of this unit by 2. Return an incapacitated unit in the 

same zone to play at a Danger Level of 1. 
d. $RPG – Choose a zone that is two zones away. Deal 3 Threats to all units in that zone. 
e. $Smoke Gas – Choose the same or an adjacent zone. Until the end of the round, units in 

that zone cannot target or be the target of actions. 
f. $Tear Gas - Choose an adjacent zone. Until the end of the round, units cannot enter that 

zone and must exit that zone, if able. 

*’s mean any unit can use. 

g. *Covering Fire – Deal 1 Threat to each enemy unit in the same or adjacent zone. A 
friendly unit in the same zone as this unit may move up to one floor or zone away. 

h. *Creep – Until the end of the turn, units cannot Return Fire. 
i. *Double-Time – Move up to two floors or zones away. 
j. *Focus Fire – Deal 2 Threats to one enemy unit in the same or adjacent zone. 

  



Black Hawk down Scenario: 

1. SEALS and Terrorists start on the 3 zones on opposite sides of the long map. 
2. SEALS need to recover the intelligence package. 

a. Spend one action to pick up the package. 
b. Return to your Humvee to win. 
c. Cannot be destroyed. 

3. Terrorists need to recover the pilot as a hostage. 
a. Spend one action to pick up the hostage. 
b. Return to your Truck to win. 
c. Cannot be killed. 

  



Things to try out: 
 

1. Red skulls – pull one and the unit is incapacitated. Try this instead of starting with black skulls. 
2. Colored Skulls – pull one that matches your unit, and they are incapacitated 
3. Vehicles: 

a. Actions to enter and exit vehicles. 
b. Actions to activate a special weapon or action. Terry truck shoots RPG, SEALS Humvee 

shoots machine gun and replenishes spent items. 
4. Marksman can return fire to a marksman. 
5. Marksman has a special action to go prone. While prone, their targets cannot return fire. 
6. No one is killed by threats, instead they are incapacitated, and immediately go to danger level 8. 


